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Abstract: Joseph Mattsson-Bozé became a leader in the "Latter Rain," a splinter movement within Pentecostalism in the 1940s and 1950s. His papers range in date from 1933 to the early 1970s. Materials include correspondence with significant figures in classical independent Pentecostal circles. A full run of the Swedish journal "Trons Härold", which became the English journal "Herald of Faith", can be found in the collection.

Language of Material: English
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Acquisition Information
Donated to the Archive in 1987 by son Winston Mattsson-Bozé. Mattsson-Bozé's papers were moved to Hubbard Library from the Philadelphia Church in Chicago.

Biography/Administrative History
Additional material on Mattsson-Bozé can be found in the Lewi Pethrus Archives in Sweden and the Dagen newspaper. Among Mattsson-Bozé's Swedish publications are three books entitled Åventyr på trons Väg, Gyllene Tempel och Gyllene Tillfällen, Tro som Förflyttar Berg.

Scope and Content of Collection
Joseph Mattsson-Bozé papers range in date from 1933 to the early 1970s. Materials include correspondence with significant figures in classical independent Pentecostal circles. A full run of the Swedish journal "Trons Härold", which became the English journal "Herald of Faith", can be found in the collection.
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